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DEKAPITED is another interesting  band which represents mighty Chilean  metal scene. And
since Defense Rec released their new EP this year, I considered it to be a reason enough to
find out what’s new in Chileans’ camp. Enjoy your reading.
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  1. Hello and how are you? Well, long time no see! How you’ve been since we talked last?  Long time brother! I've been fine, always making music. Also on tours and working on my bandsand projects, DEKAPITED and INVOCATION SPELLS.  2.Well, the reason we`re chatting right now is your new EP which I happened to get from yourPolish distributor. This CD features a bunch of live tracks plus four brand new studio cuts withthis â��Evil Dead’ movie cult intro. This is a really stunning stuff, but not long enough! Pleasetell me why you guys haven’t opted for a full length instead, hey?  The way in which we create is based on EP-LP-EP-LP order. We opted like this, because in thatway we are able to put out our material constantly. To make an EP requires half less work andcosts than an LP, and since 2 years ago we changed formation. We wanted to shape somerecord and now we are working on the next LP!!!  3. â��Sin Misericordia’ was originally released through Suicide Records in 2017 andre-released through Defense Records with extra live tracks from your gig with SLAYER. Canyou please tell us some more about it? Thank you.  

  Yes, there are also the editions from El Salvador, China, and soon Mexico! The only versionthat brings the live tracks played in SLAYER’s gig is under Defense Records. And the truth isthat we are very happy that Defense can launch and distribute our new EP in Europe, as well asour previous album "Nacidos del odio".  4. How did it feel to be able to share the stage with such a cult outfit which SLAYER surely is?What other bands have you played with? Which gig has been best so far?  The year 2017 was incredible for us!!! We could play withSLAYER-TESTAMENT-VENOM-EXUMER-VIOLATOR-NERVOSA. It would be a dream yearfor any band!!! In previous years we also played with TOXIC HOLOCAUST, TOXIK, RATOS DEPORAO and WARBRINGER, but without a doubt SLAYER for us is of the most relevant bandsto play with!!!The best part was the way we got there! Since people chose us as a Chilean support band forSLAYER! There were no tricky things like are usual to happen in South America... So veryhappy for the support of the people that was also reflected in our show!  5. â��Nacidos Del Odio’ was out three years ago. Are you going to record any new stuff thisyear? A full length perhaps?  I was thinking that during this year I should dedicate myself to the creation of the LP album, tobe able to record in 2019 and to do some tour around Europe soon!  
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  6. Here in Poland there`ve always been plenty of people who`ve always been into the Chileanscene. Me too, man, I have always revered the bands from your side of the world. Just thesheer amount of bands is strikingly huge, how’s it possible there are so many good bands inthere? I think it is a safe assumption to say, that if you`re from Chile you must be either afootball player or a metal music musician. Is it really so?  Ahahaha,  yes, I also feel that here in Chile we have the best metal bands currently! And theissue of quantity is also given because many musicians usually have 2 or 3 bands. The truth isthat the potential in Chile is very good, too many good bands! Here is the essence, here are theroots, here is the hatred!!!  7. What is so awesome is 99 per cent of your bands hail the old school metal approach â�� inresult, all the stuff coming from your country is characterized by the lack of over-polished sound.That’s amazing man, and pretty hard to achieve these days. How easy/difficult is it to get suchfilthy, putrid sound?  Yes! many bands look and prefer the old sound!!! This is where the essence and the magic ofmetal is! We do not like the bands that have modern sound or riffs; here, metal isaggressiveness, rage, hate! We are defined in 100% by a rustic sound! We look for that and welike to be and sound like that! Many members of bands also have home studios where theymake their records. Others prefer more complete recording studios, but are also looking for theold sound! Using old equipment too! Drums of 90s, amps of 90 era.. etc.!  

  8. Talking about your latest EP, well it features a really nice front cover. Who`s responsible forthis infernal fire?  The designer is Elias Tormentor (elias art) from Chile, fifth region of Valparaíso. Alsoresponsible for the art of our first EP â��Contra iglesia y estado’. It is as simple as the mandevastates with pencils! he understands very well the concepts/ideas and what the band islooking for! He knows how to take the paper! A great artist!  9. Your music is undeniably defined as thrash metal. Yet, one can sense how devilish it also is!Do you believe in the existence of this horned deity?  We do not believe in any being, neither good nor bad. We believe in the badness and thecapacity of the people! Let's say that it moves us more the earthly world, the rotten things of thecurrent life! How they consume us... The goal of this living death societies! Believe only inyourself!  10. Every part of the world is characterized by their own myths and legends, with local gods,deities and demons of course, too. I am talking about the pre-Christian times certainly. Most ofthe Chile’s population is Roman Catholic so tell me some more about your local devils, demonsor evil spirits, please.  In Chile, the whole mythological part is located in the south of the country, specifically in theisland of Chiloe, where there are many characters such as pincoya, cai-cai-vilu, invunche,caleuche, trauko, fiura, carbunco, etc. An example is the story of the trauco, which are knownfor seducing women with their eyes, throwing their breath into their dreams and seducing themto leave them pregnant.    
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  11. I am pretty sure you listen to a lot of music, don’t you? Any bands from Poland youknow/like?  Yes! I know TERRORDOME with whom we have a split CD! I also know ACID DRINKERS,DECAPITATED, VADER, BEHEMOTH!!! Fucking killer bands!!!  12. What do you want me to wish DEKAPITED this year, huh?  Play live! Compose and make the next LP in silence! And always be aware and receiving newoffers! New tours, dates, etc.! We are available!!! Just contact us!  13. Thank you very much and please feel free to add anything you like!  Cheers from Chile Leszek!!! Thanks for the killer support for DEKAPITED! I see you in Europehell soon!!! We stand in fight!!! Support bands, support shows, support scene!!! Buy stuff of yourfavorite bands and keep in touch!!!  

  Best regards bangers!!! Aggressive and cursed thrash metal!!!  DEKAPITED.THRASH@GMAIL.COM  
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